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Abstract： Soil salinization leads to dehydration of plants, which seriously threatens 10 

ecologically sustainable development and food security guarantee. In the complex and diverse 11 

coastal wetland environment, the impervious surface and messy soil make it difficult for 12 

traditional satellite data and algorithms to accurately and timely monitor the small surface 13 

features of salinization. This paper presents a Baseline-Based Soil Salinization Index (BSSI) for 14 

soil salinization monitoring using the medium-resolution data. In BSSI, we construct a virtual 15 

salinization baseline by connecting the near-infrared (NIR) band and the short-wave infrared-16 

2 (SWIR2) band to enhance the spectral signature of salinized soils under the hybridized region 17 

with the impervious surface. In addition, we calculate the distance between the short-wave 18 

infrared-1 (SWIR1) band and the virtual salinization baseline as the BSSI, which can effectively 19 

improve the stability of salinity inversion for different messy soils. Through data comparison 20 

and model simulations, BSSI has shown advantages over a series of the traditional salinization 21 

spectral indices (SSIs). The results show that the saline soil extraction accuracy of BSSI exceeds 22 

85% and the correlation coefficient of the BSSI and the degree of soil salinization exceeds 0.90. 23 

Since the related spectral bands, such as NIR, SWIR1, and SWIR2, are available on many 24 

existing satellite sensors such as Landsat TM/ETM+, OLI, and sentinel 2, the BSSI concept can 25 

be extended to establish long-term soil salinity monitoring for coastal wetland ecological 26 

environment research. 27 

Keywords: Coastal wetland, ecological environment, sustainable development, soil 28 

salinization, virtual salinization baseline 29 

1. Introduction 30 

Soil salinization, as the main type of land degradation, is a serious global soil problem, 31 

which is self-evident harm to agriculture, farming, and food crop production1-5. In addition, 32 

saline soil also has great destructive power in economic growth, ecological protection, and 33 

water and soil conservation6. Therefore, saline soil monitoring is of great significance to the 34 

rational use of land resources and the sustainable development of society7,8. 35 

Using traditional field surveys such as ground surveys, laboratory testing to study soil 36 

salinity is very time-consuming and limited to a small area, which can not meet the practical 37 

information needs of saline-alkali land management and regional sustainable development 38 

planning2,4. The advantages of remote sensing technology are that it does not require a lot of 39 

human and material costs, and it can obtain data from areas that humans cannot reach, as well 40 

as long-term Earth observation data9-11. Remote sensing has the characteristics of 41 
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macroscopical, comprehensive, dynamic, and rapid, which provides a new detection method 42 

for the dynamic monitoring of saline soil12-17.  43 

Since spectral reflectance measurements can successfully simulate various soil properties, 44 

optical remote sensing data are widely used in soil salinization monitoring18. The characteristics 45 

of optical remote sensing data acquisition mainly include raw spectral values and various 46 

salinization spectral indices (SSIs) calculated by band calculation12. Compared with methods 47 

such as machine learning9,19,20 and deep learning21,22, the index method is widely recognized 48 

due to its simplicity and obvious effect18.  49 

However, salinization problems are often noticed in areas related to human activities, such 50 

as coastal parks23, urban wetlands22, farmland24, etc. It is very difficult to accurately identify 51 

and extract saline soils using index methods in such areas. The Normalized Difference Salinity 52 

Index (NDSI) combined with remote sensing images was proposed to identify salinized soils 53 

in farmland areas, and realized large-scale monitoring of saline soils25,26. However, because the 54 

impervious surfaces such as the bright roof of the surrounding residents have the same spectral 55 

characteristics as the saline soil, they are often mistaken for the saline soil. At the same time, 56 

the Brightness Index (BI) added a new spectral band on the basis of NDSI, and achieved a 57 

certain effect in the detection of salinized soil in coastal wetlands27. Due to the development of 58 

the sea salt industry in the coastal area, the strong impervious surface features of the salt pond 59 

make it difficult to be extracted. The impact of impervious surfaces such as bright roof and salt 60 

ponds brings great challenges to the extraction of salinized soils. 61 

Furthermore, the rank inversion of salinized soils is more complicated. In the process of 62 

inversion of salinization level in coastal wetlands, the Vegetation Soil Salinity Index (VSSI) 63 

found that the soil spectral characteristics of different humidity types were different28.The same 64 

index is difficult to take into account the inversion of different types of soil salinity content. In 65 

addition, when the Intensity Indices (Int) was used to study the salinity of dry desert soil, it 66 

was found that the dry bare soil of non-saline soil had a great suppress on the inversion of 67 

salinity29. To sum up, the messy soil water content has a huge impact on its salinity inversion. 68 

To address the above issues, the Baseline-Based Soil Salinization Index (BSSI), was 69 

developed and detected soil salinization using the medium-resolution data. In order to 70 

effectively suppress the impact of impervious surface and enhance the salinity characteristics 71 

of salt pools, a virtual salinization baseline was constructed in BSSI. The baseline can effectively 72 

integrate the spectral information of NIR, SWIR-1, and SWIR-2, enhance the characteristics of 73 

surface salinity, and solve the problem of salt soil extraction. Moreover, in order to effectively 74 

identify the salinity of different types of soils, this paper defines BSSI by calculating the 75 

differential value (D-value) between the reflectivity of SWIR-1 of the ground object and the 76 

virtual salinization baseline. The D-value effectively overcomes the spectral difference seen in 77 

messy salinized soils and has strong stability. 78 

The other parts of this paper are respectively indicated as follows. The second section 79 

mainly introduces the research data. Section 3 introduces the overall idea and formulation of 80 

our method construction. The experimental results are analyzed and discussed in section 4 and 81 

secton 5. Finally, the conclusions of this paper are highlighted in section 6. 82 

When combining multiple indicators to evaluate the ecological environment, there are 83 

many problems to choose from, and it is difficult to distinguish the primary and secondary 84 

indicators, some indicators are difficult to obtain, and the weight of each indicator is subject to 85 

a certain degree of subjectivity. The new remote sensing ecological index (RSEI) which was 86 

proposed by Xu Hanqiu [24] provides a new direction for the evaluation of ecological 87 

environment quality. Based on remote sensing technology, RSEI only integrates four easily-88 

obtained ecological indicators of greenness, humidity, heat and dryness, then uses principal 89 

component analysis to automatically and objectively assign the weights of each indicator. It 90 

cleverly solves the above problems and has been commonly adopted in obtaining ecological 91 

quality information [25,26,27,28,29]. In this study, aiming at the karst rocky desertification in 92 
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southeastern Chongqing and on the basis of RSEI, a modified remote sensing ecological index 93 

(MRSEI) was constructed by integrating greenness, humidity, heat, dryness and rocky 94 

desertification degree. The changes and reasons of ecological quality in southeastern 95 

Chongqing from 2001 to 2021 were explored. It is hoped that it can provide help for the 96 

comprehensive management and scientific development in southeastern Chongqing, and at 97 

the same time provide a reference for the ecological quality evaluation in karst areas. 98 

2. Materials and Methods  99 

2.1. Study Area 100 

This paper selects the Yellow River Delta (YRD) dataset and the southern margin of the 101 

Tarim Basin(STB) dataset to test the effectiveness of BSSI, as shown in Fig.1. The YRD dataset 102 

belongs to coastal saline soils, including Kenli Area, Hekou District and Lijin County of 103 

Dongying City (Fig.1(a)). The dataset is acquired by the Landsat 7 ETM+ on May 3, 2006, the 104 

geographical range is 37°28′32″N～38°9′46″N, 118°34′20″E～119°19′0″E. The climate of the 105 

region is temperate sub-humid continental monsoon30. The northern and eastern tidal flat soils 106 

of this dataset were highly or moderately salinized, and the river highlands and parts of the 107 

plain soils were low or non-salinized31.  108 

The STB dataset is a typical area in Xinjiang, which belongs to a dry saline soil(Fig.1(b)). 109 

The dataset is collected by the Landsat 7 ETM+ on September 2, 2001, and the geographic 110 

coordinates are 36°50’30.34″～36°58’4.45″N, 81°32’5.717″～81°40’29.86″E. The climate is a 111 

warm temperate continental arid climate. Due to intense evaporation, soil salinization is 112 

common. With the continuous increase of the surface soil salinity, the surface reflectance 113 

increases and the vegetation coverage decreases. In severe cases, salt frost will form, and the 114 

vegetation coverage will be zero, forming a severe saline-alkali area.  115 

(a)Pseodo-color image (b)Pseodo-color image  116 

Figure 1. Overview of the pseudo-color image(R: Nir, G: Red, B: Green) from: (a) the YRD, (b) the STB 117 

2.2. Soil Samples  118 

To accurately apply soil samples to establish the relationship between SSC and spectral 119 

reflectance, the field collection time of soil samples is required to be consistent with the imaging 120 

time of remote sensing satellites. The influence of seasonal changes and vegetation growth on 121 

the research is avoided. Therefore, on May 3, 2006, this paper selected 70 samples from the soil 122 

samples in the YRD research area (http://www.geodata.cn/). 123 
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In addition, to further verify the universality of the method, we also obtained field-124 

measured data on the STB in Xinjiang 32,33. After excluding outliers, this paper selects 31 samples 125 

from the study area on September 1, 2001. The depth of each sampling point was 20-30 cm and 126 

a total of 5 repetitions were set for each sampling point.  127 

The grading standard (http://www.tdzyw.com/) of SSC is shown in Table 1. The soil in the 128 

study area is divided into five grades: extremely saline soils, strongly saline soils, moderately 129 

saline soils, slightly saline soils, and non-saline soils9.  130 

Table 1. The grading standard of soil salinity content 131 

Classification SSC% 

Non-saline soils <0.3 

Slightly saline soils 0.3-0.5 

Moderately saline soils 0.5-1.0 

Strongly saline soils 1.0-2.0 

Extremely saline soils >2.0 

2.3. Methodology 132 

2.3.1. Construction of BSSI  133 

The salinized area has a complex topography and a wide variety of ground features, which 134 

interferes with the extraction of saline soil. In order to extract saline soil, we need to select bands 135 

sensitive to saline soil information from the multispectral image. Therefore, we take a large 136 

pures of land-cover types. We selected five types of land that are easily confused by salinized 137 

soil, including water, tidal flat, vegetation, impervious surfaces with high albedo (IS_High), 138 

and impervious surfaces with low albedo (IS_Low). Their average spectral profile is illustrated 139 

in Fig. 2. 140 

NIR  SWIR1  SWIR2

 141 

Figure 2. The spectral curves of different types of land  142 

From the arrows at SWIR1 the band (Fig. 2), it can be seen that the baseline between NIR 143 

the and SWIR2 band has obvious differences among the spectral values of the six types of 144 

ground objects. Compared with water, vegetation, and tidal flat, salinized soil has an obvious 145 

peak value in the SWIR1 band and other types have a low value in the SWIR1 band. Vegetation 146 

in the SWIR1 band is an almost straight line and easy to distinguish. The peak value of salinized 147 

http://www.tdzyw.com/
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soil is significantly higher than that of IS-High and IS-Low. Therefore, saline soil can be 148 

accurately extracted. 149 

In order to accurately distinguish the degree of soil salinization, we need to look for 150 

spectral differences between different salinization levels. To achieve this goal, we selected 151 

extremely saline soils, strongly saline soils, moderately saline soils, slightly saline soils, and 152 

non-saline soils from soil samples and obtained their average spectral profiles, as shown in Fig. 153 

3. 154 

NIR SWIR1 SWIR2

1

2

3

4

5

Non-saline soils

Slightly saline soils

Moderately saline soils

Strongly saline soils

Extremely saline soils

 155 

Figure 3. The spectral curves of salinized soil of different degrees  156 

As can be seen from arrows 1-5 in Fig. 3, the distance between SWIR1 and the baseline 157 

gradually increased with the increase in the degree of salinization. This phenomenon can 158 

provide a new monitoring idea for the monitoring of salinization, that is, the degree of 159 

salinization can be obtained by calculating the distance between SWIR1 and the baseline. In 160 

summary, this distance can not only effectively distinguish salinized soil from other ground 161 

objects, but also has unique advantages in monitoring the degree of salinization. 162 

The difference distance from the baseline to the SWIR1 band provides effective help for 163 

the extraction of salinized soil and becomes a powerful weapon for monitoring the degree of 164 

salinization. We named the baseline as virtual salinization baseline, and this distance as BSSI. 165 

Combining the above ideas, we obtained the final BSSI formula. Fig.4 shows the construction 166 

principle of BSSI, which is divided into two steps: (1) Construct the virtual salinization baseline; 167 

(2) Calculate the distance between the SWIR1 and virtual salinization baseline.  168 

NIR SWIR1 SWIR2

BSSI

virtual salinization baseline

R'SWIR1 RSWIR1

 169 

Figure 4. The virtual salinization baseline example of a spectral curve  170 

The baseline based soil salinity index (BSSI) is defined as: 171 

′= −
1 1SWIR SWIR

BSSI R R                              (1) 172 
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λ λ λ λ
λ λ

− + −
′ =

−
2 1 1 2

1

2

( ) ( )
SWIR SWIR NIR SWIR NIR SWIR

SWIR

SWIR NIR

R R
R                    (2) 173 

where, λSWIR1, λSWIR2 are the spectral bands with the wavelength of 0.835um, 1.648um, and 174 

2.206um separately. 175 

2.3.2. BSSI based Salinization Degree Assessment 176 

We obtained the soil salinity thematic map by establishing a linear regression model 177 

between SSIs and soil salinity for inversion 34. The operation process is shown in Fig. 5. First of 178 

all, we perform preprocessing operations such as banding processing and radiometric 179 

calibration atmospheric correction on the Landsat 7 optical data to obtain basic data. BI, NDSI, 180 

SI and other indices were obtained from the basic data according to the calculation formula of 181 

the salinity index. Second, we established the linear relationship between the soil sample 182 

salinity data and the index to obtain a linear regression model. Third, by calculating the 183 

coefficient of determination of these linear models, the regression model with the best 184 

performance is selected. Finally, we divided the soil salinization degree of the study area into 185 

five grades according to the grading standard, and finally obtained the salinization grade map 186 

of this area. 187 

 

Field soil 

sampling

Index

BI Int1 Int2 SI SI1 

SI2 SI3 NDSI VSSI
BSSI

Soil salinity 

estimation model

preprocessing

Landsat7 ETM+

Optical data

Soil salinity thematic map 

Linear regression 

model

Grading 

standards

coefficient of 

determination

 188 

Figure 5. The flow chart of soil salinity thematic map making  189 

3. Results 190 

In order to give demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted two sets of 191 

experiments with two sets of data separately. The first one is devised to verify the validity of 192 

the index extracted in the coastal plain area. The second one is to study the effectiveness of the 193 

index in arid and semi-arid regions. We selected a total of 9 well-known SSIs, including SI, SI1, 194 

SI2, SI3, BI, VSSI, NDSI, Int1, and Int2, for comparison with our method. The minutiae of these 195 

SSIs are apparent in Table 2. We consider different types of soil objects to ensure sample 196 

validity. 197 

Table 2. The formulas used to derive the indices, and their references 198 
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Indices Formula Sources 

Brightness Index-BI 2 2( )BI R NIR= +   
27 

Normalized Difference Salinity Index-

NDSI 

 ( )

( )
 

 

R NIR
NDSI

R NIR

−
=

+
  

25,26 

Salinity Index-SI ( )SI B R= ×
  

27 

Salinity Index-SI1 1 ( )SI G R= ×
  

35 

Salinity Index-SI2 2 2 22 ( )SI G R NIR= + +   
35 

Salinity Index-SI3 2 23 ( )SI G R= +   
35 

Intensity indices-Int1 1 ( ) / 2Int G R= +
  

29 

Intensity indices-Int2 ( ) / 22    G R N RInt I+ +=
  

29 

Vegetation Soil Salinity Index -VSSI ( )  2  5   VSSI G R NIR= − +
  

28 

B, G and R are respectively the reflectances in visible blue, green and red bands. 199 

3.1. Validity of Saline Soil Extraction  200 

In this paper, in order to verify the effectiveness of SSI, five parameters are selected, 201 

including overall accuracy (OA), kappa coefficients (Kappa), omitted error (EO), and 202 

committed error (EC)36, the details are as follows:  203 

= + + + +( ) / ( )OA TP TN TP TN FP FN                        (3) 204 

= /
O

E FP TS                                  (4) 205 

= /
C

E FN TS                                  (5) 206 

+ × + + + × +
=

+ + +
(( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))

( )e

TP TN TP FP TN FN TN FP
P

TP TN FP FN
                    (6) 207 

= − −( ) / (1 )
e e

Kappa OA P P                          (7) 208 

where TP is an amount of true saline soil classed as saline soil, FP is an amount of true saline 209 

soil classed as non-saline soil, TN is an amount of non-saline soil classed as non-saline soil and 210 

FN is an amount of non-saline soil classed as saline soil, and TS is the whole amount of true 211 

saline soil in the reference maps. 212 

We implement two experiments on the YDR dataset and the STB dataset, respectively, to 213 

highlight the effectiveness of our method. The optimum threshold (Fig.6) and the correctness 214 

of the salinity soil extraction for each SSI are shown in Table 3. 215 
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 216 

Figure 6. Segmentation Threshold  217 

Table 3. Optimal Thresholds and Accuracy Evaluation of Saline Soil Extraction 218 

Method 
Yellow River Delta The southern margin of the Tarim Basin 

Threshold OA Eo Ec Kappa Threshold OA Eo EC Kappa 

BI 0.44 70.80% 64.52% 0.00% 0.4420 0.57 62.07% 34.62% 50.00% 0.2220 

Int1 0.37 66.42% 56.45% 17.74% 0.3444 0.14 87.93% 26.92% 0.00% 0.7620 

Int2 0.41 70.07% 64.52% 1.61% 0.4272 0.7 60.34% 11.54% 76.92% 0.1460 

NDSI 0.73 83.21% 35.48% 1.61% 0.6708 0.06 74.14% 53.85% 3.85% 0.5006 

SI 0.35 67.88% 58.06% 12.90% 0.3762 0.15 84.48% 30.77% 3.85% 0.6940 

SI1 0.4 67.15% 51.61% 20.97% 0.3542 0.14 86.21% 30.77% 0.00% 0.7290 

SI2 0.4 70.07% 64.52% 1.61% 0.4272 0.91 60.34% 76.92% 11.54% 0.2446 

SI3 0.39 67.15% 51.61% 20.97% 0.3542 0.14 87.93% 26.92% 0.00% 0.7620 

VSSI 0.62 81.02% 41.94% 0.00% 0.6304 0.84 65.52% 50.00% 26.92% 0.3176 

BSSI 0.69 91.24% 17.74% 1.61% 0.8257 0.13 86.21% 30.77% 0.00% 0.7290 

For the YRD dataset(Table 3), the BI, Int1, Int2, SI, SI1, SI2, and SI3 had the bottommost 219 

OA and Kappa coefficients. Their EC and EO were higher. An omitted error indicates that some 220 

of the saline soil had been missed. Commission error denotes that non-saline soil surfaces, such 221 

as impervious surfaces with high albedo (IS_High), and impervious surfaces with low albedo 222 

(IS_Low), are wrongly labeled as saline soil. NDSI and VSSI had higher precision. Their EO 223 

was higher. Obviously, the reason for the lower extraction accuracy of saline soils is their weak 224 

resistance to external factors. On the contrary, BSSI had the highest extraction accuracy for 225 

saline soil, and BSSI had the lowest EO. Therefore, it showed its advantages in saline soil 226 

extraction. 227 

For the STB dataset in Table 3, the Int1, SI1, SI3, and BSSI had higher accuracy. But only 228 

BSSI was equally accurate in the YRD. Therefore, we can conclude that BSSI can accurately 229 

extract saline soil. In addition, BSSI is widely used in different regions, not only for saline soils 230 

in coastal plains but also for arid and semi-arid saline soils. 231 

In order to intuitively obtain the advantages of BSSI, we calculated the saline soil results 232 

of SSIs separately based on the YRD dataset. The details of the YRD dataset are described in 233 

Fig. 7(a). Figs. 7(b)-(k) show the extraction results of saline soil with different indices. For the 234 

convenience of observation, we use ‘1-NDSI’ to display the value of NDSI in reverse. 235 
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 236 

Figure 7. (a) Pseudo-color image of the YRD; Salinization spectral index results obtained by: (b) BI; (c) 237 

Int11; (d) int2; (e) SI; (f)SI1;(g)SI2;(h)SI3;(i)NDSI;(j)VSSI;(K) Our proposed method  238 

As shown in Fig. 7(a), we select salt plants (i) with high salinity content and river banks 239 

(ii) where saline soils are easily distinguishable from non-saline soils (ii). In (c), (e), (f) and (h) 240 

of Fig. 7(i), Int1, SI, SI1 and SI3 did not accurately extract the saline soil in the salt factory. For 241 

the rivers in Fig. 7 (ii), in (i), (j) and (k), the NDSI VSSI and BSSI accurately classify the rivers as 242 

non-saline soils, and the other indices erroneously extract the rivers as salty soils. In addition, 243 

among the three indices, only the BSSI accurately extracts the non-saline soil along the river. 244 

Similarly, we analyzed the saline soil extraction results of each SSI in the images of the 245 

STB dataset (Fig. 8(a)). Among them, we select the area of the transition area from the saline 246 

land to the river (in the dotted frame, the area is saline land, farmland, and river in order of 247 

arrows). Figures 8(b)-(k) show the saline soil extraction results for the ten SSIs.  248 
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 249 

Figure 8. (a) Pseudo-color image of the STB; Salinization spectral index results obtained by: (b) BI; (c) 250 

Int11; (d) Int2; (e) SI; (f)SI1;(g)SI2;(h)SI3;(i)NDSI;(j)VSSI;(K) Our proposed method  251 

As illustrated in Fig. 8(g), (i) and (j) in the square dashed box, SI2, NDSI and VSSI 252 

misclassify the river as saline soil. In Fig. 8(b), (c), (e), (f) and (h), BI, Int1, SI, SI1 and SI3 253 

misclassified some rivers as saline soil. From Fig. 8(d) and (k), it can be found that Int2 and 254 

BSSI can better extract the river into non-saline soil. Among them, BSSI has the best effect, 255 

which is in line with the actual situation of changing from saline-alkali land to river in this area. 256 

In summary, BSSI performs very well in the extraction of saline soil. 257 

3.2. Validity of Saline Soil Classification  258 

To better understand the effectiveness of different SSIs in reflecting true salinity values, 259 

Pearson correlation coefficients34 (r)were used to analyze the correlation between these 260 

parameters and measured salinity. The formula is as follows: 261 

= =

= − − − −∑ ∑ 2 2

1 1

( )( ) / ( ) ( )
n n

i i i i
i i

r x x y y x x y y                     (8) 262 

where xi is the SSI value, i
y  is the measured value of SSC, x  is the average of the SSI, y  263 

is the average value of measured SSC. 264 

The Pearson correlation coefficient between the significant spectral data and soil 265 

parameters of the YRD dataset and the STB dataset are exhibited in Table 4 and Table 5. 266 

Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between significant spectral data and soil parameters of the 267 

YRD 268 

Variables BI BSSI Int1 Int2 NDSI SI SI1 SI2 SI3 VSSI SSC％ 

BI 1           

BSSI -0.771** 1          
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Int1 0.906** -0.685** 1         

Int2 0.986** -0.761** 0.962** 1        

NDSI 0.110 0.004 0.503** 0.253 1       

SI 0.863** -0.668** 0.981** 0.929** 0.521** 1      

SI1 0.904** -0.685** 1.000** 0.961** 0.503** 0.981** 1     

SI2 0.993** -0.770** 0.946** 0.999** 0.202 0.911** 0.945** 1    

SI3 0.907** -0.685** 1.000** 0.962** 0.503** 0.980** 1.000** 0.946** 1   

VSSI 0.491** -0.470** 0.107 0.368* -0.802** 0.075 0.107 0.414* 0.107 1  

SSC％ -0.796** 0.913** -0.711** -0.786** -0.015 -0.683** -0.711** -0.795** -0.711** -0.463** 1 

Table 5. Pearson correlation coefficients between significant spectral data and soil parameters of the 269 

STB 270 

Variables BI BSSI Int1 Int2 NDSI SI SI1 SI2 SI3 VSSI SSC％ 

BI 1           

BSSI -0.766** 1          

Int1 -0.497** 0.909** 1         

Int2 0.353 0.306 0.634** 1        

NDSI -0.721** 0.974** 0.954** 0.385* 1       

SI -0.494** 0.905** 0.997** 0.633** 0.950** 1      

SI1 -0.497** 0.910** 1.000** 0.634** 0.954** 0.997** 1     

SI2 0.971** -0.601** -0.276 0.564** -0.537** -0.273 -0.276 1    

SI3 -0.497** 0.909** 1.000** 0.635** 0.954** 0.997** 1.000** -0.275 1   

VSSI 0.861** -0.962** -0.866** -0.163 -0.969** -0.864** -0.866** 0.715** -0.866** 1  

SSC％ -0.691** 0.963** 0.921** 0.377* 0.963** 0.920** 0.921** -0.513** 0.921** -0.932** 1 

For the YRD in Table 4, the SSIs of NDSI (r=-0.015) and VSSI (r=-0.463) have low 271 

correlations with SSC, indicating that the indices cannot be used for soil salinization inversion. 272 

BI(r=-0.769), BSSI(r=0.913), Int1(r=-0.711), Int2(r=-0.786), SI(r=-0.683), SI1(r=-0.711), SI2(r =-0.795) 273 

and SI3 (r=-0.711) have a high correlation with salinity, indicating that these indices can be used 274 

for soil salinization and salinity inversion, but there are errors. Among them, BSSI has the 275 

highest correlation with salinity and can be better used for soil salinization inversion.  276 

For the STB in Table 5, the SSIs of BI(r-0.691), Int2 (r=0.377) and SI2 (r=-0.513) have low 277 

correlations with SSC, indicating that the indices cannot be used for soil salinization inversion. 278 

BSSI(r=0.963), Int1(r=0.921), NDSI(r=0.963), SI(r=0.920), SI1(r=0.921), SI2(r =0.921) and SI3 (r=-279 

0.932) have a high correlation with salinity, indicating that these indices can be used for soil 280 

salinization and salinity inversion.  281 

In summary, BSSI has the highest correlation in the two research fields, so it is verified 282 

that it can best distinguish the degree of salinization. 283 

We further verified the effectiveness of BSSI in distinguishing soil salinization degree by 284 

analyzing the display effect of each SSI on the YRD dataset. The details of the YRD dataset are 285 

shown in Fig. 9(a). The inversion status of soil salinization degree by different indicators is 286 

shown in Figs. 9(b)-(k). In order to facilitate observation, we use the ‘1-NDSI’ inversion to 287 

display the NDSI values. 288 
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 289 

Figure 9. (a) Pseudo-color image of the YRD; Salinization spectral index results obtained by: (b) BI; (c) 290 

Int11; (d) int2; (e) SI; (f)SI1;(g)SI2;(h)SI3;(i)NDSI;(j)VSSI;(K) Our proposed method  291 

(a)Pseudo-color image (b)BI

(k)BSSI

(c)Int1 (d)Int2
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 292 

Figure 10. (a) Pseudo-color image of the STB; Salinization spectral index results obtained by: (b) BI; (c) 293 

Int11; (d) Int2; (e) SI; (f)SI1;(g)SI2;(h)SI3;(i)NDSI;(j)VSSI;(K) Our proposed method  294 
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As shown in Fig. 9(a), we select salt plants (i) and chemical plants (ii) with high salt content 295 

for analysis. First, the degree of salinization of the ocean is obviously different from that of the 296 

land, so the boundary between the ocean and the land can be well obtained. However, only 297 

NDSI, VSSI and BSSI have distinct boundaries in Fig. (9). Second, BI, Int1, Int2, SI, SI1, SI2 and 298 

SI3 show different accurate soil salinity in Figs. 9(b)-(h). Areas (i) and (ii) have severe soil 299 

salinization, while the figure shows mild salinization. As shown in Fig. 9(i) and (j), NDSI and 300 

VSSI can represent the degree of soil salinization in this area to a certain extent, but there are 301 

also errors that the degree of salinization along the river banks is too serious. The degree of soil 302 

salinization characterized by BSSI is the most accurate in Fig. 9(k). 303 

Similarly, we also tested the dataset on the STB (Fig. 10(a)). Fig. 10(b)-(k) shows the 304 

inversion status of soil salinization degree by ten SSIs. 305 

The dotted boxes in the figure are saline-alkali land, riverside cultivated land, and rivers 306 

in the direction indicated by the arrows, and the corresponding soil salinization degrees are 307 

severe salinization, mild salinization, and non-salinization. The soil salinization degree of BI, 308 

Int2 and SI2 in the dotted box is relatively light, as shown in Fig. 10(b), (d), (g). From Fig. 10(c), 309 

(e), (f) and (h), it can be seen that Int2, SI, SI1 and SI3 are in the dashed box according to the 310 

direction of the arrow in the direction of the corresponding soil salinization degree are slightly 311 

salinized salinization, non-salinization, mild salinization. In the dashed box, the soil 312 

salinization degree corresponding to the direction indicated by the arrows in the NDSI is in the 313 

order of severe salinization, non-salinization, and severe salinization (Fig. 10(i)). In the dashed 314 

box, the VSSI is in the order of non-salinization, mild salinization, and non-salinization in the 315 

direction indicated by the arrow (Fig. 10(j)). Only the change of soil salinization degree within 316 

the dashed box of BSSI is consistent with the actual situation (Fig. 10(k)). 317 

3.3. Soil Salinity Map  318 

To obtain the soil salinization status of the study area, we established a linear relationship 319 

between the index value and SSC. The fit of the linear model is judged by calculating its 320 

coefficient of determination (R2)34. The three concepts involved here are the regression sum of 321 

squares (SSR), the total sum of squares (SST), and the error sum of squares (SSE). The formulas 322 

are as follows: 323 

= −∑ 2ˆ( )
i

SSR y y                                    (9) 324 

2( )
i

SST y y= −∑                                   (10) 325 

2ˆ( )
i i

SSE y y= −∑                                   (11) 326 

SST SSR SSE= +                                   (12) 327 

2 /R SSR SST=                                    (13) 328 

where yi is the measured value of SSC, 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 is the estimated value calculated by the model, 𝑦𝑦� is 329 

the average value of measured SSC. 330 

The coefficients of determination (R2) between models and ground-truth salinity 331 

experimental result on the YRD dataset and the STB dataset are shown in Table 6. 332 

Table 6. Coefficients of determination (R2) between models and ground-truth salinity 333 

Yellow River 

Delta(Model) 

Observed Validation The southern margin of 

the Tarim Basin(Model) 

Observed Validation 

R2 R2 R2 R2 

SSC=-0.0018×BI+6.9113 0.6221 0.6085 SSC=-0.0156×BI+68.3083 0.5106 0.4830 

SSC=-0.0025×Int1+5.8892 0.4802 0.5401 SSC=0.0226×Int1-11.0663 0.8675 0.8242 
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SSC=-0.0018×Int2+6.9346 0.6132 0.6090 SSC=0.0156×Int2-26.6006 0.1871 0.1333 

SSC=-

0.1482×NDSI+1.0154 
0.0031 0.0310 SSC=41.2225×NDSI+32.7984 0.9371 0.9203 

SSC=-0.0033×SI+6.9897 0.5124 0.3406 SSC=0.0245×SI-7.8924 0.8638 0.7625 

SSC=-0.0028×SI1+6.4757 0.5463 0.4409 SSC=0.0223×SI1-10.6816 0.8513 0.8409 

SSC=-0.0016×SI2+7.1788 0.6382 0.5977 SSC=-0.0127×SI2+61.3355 0.2905 0.3027 

SSC=-0.0018×SI3+6.1031 0.5026 0.5625 SSC=0.0161×SI3-11.2982 0.8574 0.8411 

SSC=-

0.0004×VSSI+3.6584 
0.2426 0.2626 SSC=-0.0020×VSSI+38.4089 0.8783 0.8719 

SSC=0.0114×BSSI-1.6807 0.8482 0.8098 SSC=0.0456×BSSI+15.7756 0.9459 0.9356 

For the YRD in Table 6, the linear regression models of NDSI and VSSI both have a poor 334 

fitting degree and cannot characterize soil salinization degree well. The linear regression 335 

models of BI, Int1, Int2, SI, SI1, SI2, SI3 and BSSI all have a high degree of fitting and can better 336 

characterize the degree of soil salinization. Among them, the linear regression model of BSSI 337 

has the highest fitting degree and can best characterize the degree of soil salinization. 338 

For the STB in Table 6, the linear regression models of BI, Int2 and SI2 all have a poor 339 

fitting degree and cannot characterize soil salinization degree well. The linear regression 340 

models of Int1, NDSI, SI, SI1, SI3, VSSI and BSSI all have a high degree of fitting and can better 341 

characterize the degree of soil salinization. Among them, the linear regression model of BSSI 342 

has the highest fitting degree and can best characterize the degree of soil salinization. In 343 

summary, BSSI has the highest salinity inversion effect of soil salinization in both research 344 

fields, so it is verified that it can best distinguish the degree of salinization. 345 

We performed soil salinity inversion in the Yangtze River Delta region, based on the BSSI 346 

soil salinity linear model. The SSC in this area was between 0 and 13.3%, and the area with SSC 347 

between 0 and 2% accounted for the majority, which was consistent with the descriptive 348 

statistics of the research samples. According to the classification standard of total soil surface 349 

salinity in China, we obtained the thematic map of soil salinity in the YRD in Fig. 11(c). 350 

Similarly, based on the BSSI linear model of soil salinity, we performed field inversion of 351 

soil salinity in the STB in Xinjiang. The SSC in this area was between 0 and 3.1%, and the area 352 

with SSC between 0 and 2% accounted for the majority, which was consistent with the 353 

descriptive statistics of the research samples. According to the classification standard of topsoil 354 

salt content in China, we used Landsat 7 ETM+ to obtain the spatial distribution map of soil 355 

salt content in the STB, as described in Fig. 11(d). 356 

(a)

Saline soil

High salinity

Medium salinity

Low salinity

No salinity

Other areas

(b)

(c) (d)  357 
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Figure 11. (a) Original false-color images showing the conditions (a) the YRD and (b) the STB.; Soil 358 

salinity thematic map obtained from BSSI inversion mode (c) the YRD and (d) the STB  359 

4. Discussion 360 

Soil salinization is a process in which the soil rich in soluble salts gradually increases, 361 

which leads to the formation of saline-alkali soil6,7,37. Due to natural or human factors, soil 362 

salinization is becoming more and more serious. Soil salinization not only affects the natural 363 

environment but also affects agricultural productivity and food security, causing huge 364 

economic losses3. The monitoring of soil salinization can timely understand soil changes, and 365 

it is convenient to formulate reasonable measures to slow down the process of soil salinization.  366 

However, in arid, semi-arid, and coastal areas, the monitoring of saline soil has the 367 

problems of difficulty in extracting saline soil from complex terrain and distinguishing the level 368 

of soil salinity(Elhag, 2016; Jaafari et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2015). Existing SSI structures use 369 

sensitive bands for ratio calculations, which are sensitive to changes in environmental and 370 

observational conditions. In BSII, we proposed the virtual salinization baseline to solve the 371 

problem of impervious surface and salinized soil mixing. The results show that BSSI is suitable 372 

for saline soils in different environments. As shown in Table 3, the extraction accuracy of saline 373 

soils exceeds 85%, which is significantly higher than other SSIs. In addition, the D-value of BSSI 374 

can effectively improve the stability of the messy soil salinization degree inversion. The 375 

correlation coefficient between BSSI and soil salinization degree exceeds 0.90 as shown in 376 

Tables 4 and 5. BSSI It proves that BSSI solves the problem of salinization monitoring in arid, 377 

semi-arid and coastal areas. 378 

5. Conclusions 379 

In this study, we proposed a novel salinity index BSSI to effectively extract salinized soil 380 

and characterize the degree of salinization. The algorithm constructs a virtual salinization 381 

baseline that can effectively enhance the spectral characteristics of salinized soil and suppress 382 

the influence of complex and diverse coastal wetland environmental factors. By comparing 383 

BSSI with commonly used SSIs, NDSI, BI, SI, etc., we found that the extraction accuracy of 384 

BSSI’s SSC is the highest in both coastal plains (YDR) and arid regions (STB, Xinjiang).  385 

Note that the feasibility of BSSI for deep soil salinization is limited due to optical remote 386 

sensing cannot penetrate the ground and only acquiring surface features. In the future, BSSI 387 

can try to study deep soil salinization in combination with continuous vegetation data. 388 
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